What kind of bed do I have?

**Standard Twin Beds**
(Shown here side-by-side)
Bed raisers, available at the bookstore, will give inches of additional under bed space.
Available in Carmichael Towers, Branscomb Quad (corridor rooms), Mayfield.

**Bunkable Beds**
(Bunked position)
These may also be used as standard twin beds.
Available in Morgan (doubles) & Lewis (doubles).

**Jr. Loft Beds**
(Highest position)
These may be lowered.
Available in Carmichael Towers, Morgan (singles), & Lewis (singles).

**Loftable Beds**
(Full loft position)
Either metal or wood, these may be lowered as desired. See lofting instructions online.
Available in Warren|Moore, Cole, E. Bronson Ingram, Tolman, McGill, McTyeire, Branscomb Quad (end rooms only), Blakemore, Chaffin, Lewis, Morgan, The Commons.

---

See the Area Maintenance Supervisor for bed pins, ladders, or rails. Mallets are available at the desk.